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Cal Poly Student-Designed Hybrid Rocket Reviewed by Lockheed Martin Space
Systems Company
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Cal Poly engineering students have conducted a successful
preliminary design review of a hybrid rocket with Lockheed Martin Space Systems
Company, the project sponsor.
The single-stage hybrid rocket will fly to 60,000 feet carrying payloads of sensors to
be tested at high altitude. Six students from Cal Poly Space Systems (CPSS)
presented their design Nov. 12 via videoconference between San Luis Obispo
and Lockheed Martin engineers in Sunnyvale, Calif.    
“This project gives engineering students experience in real-world engineering
processes while providing Lockheed Martin with an opportunity to interact with the
next generation of technical talent,” said Tory Bruno, president of Strategic and
Missile Defense Systems, Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company. Bruno is the
executive responsible for the corporation’s relationship with Cal Poly.
The design review included a description of the rocket systems that are being
developed as part of the project. Dianne DeTurris, faculty advisor for CPSS,
organized the project specifically to fill a need that Lockheed Martin has for a small-
scale reusable launch platform to test new sensors they are developing.
The rocket needs to be able to carry a payload of up to 30 kilograms to an altitude
of 60,000 feet, said senior mechanical engineering student Steven Rieber. To meet
this requirement, the overall length of the rocket will be close to 20 feet with an 8-
inch diameter. The motor design is based on the latest in a series of hybrids built by
CPSS in the last four years.
Students Jared Ruekberg, Joe Vanherweg, Allen Capatina, Ross Gregoriev and Alex
Petrov presented the proposed structural design for the rocket, the hybrid motor
design, proposed pressure vessels and flight control system. 
“The Cal Poly engineering team presented a design concept that innovatively meets
our requirements for this rocket project,” said Bruce Jurcevich, Lockheed Martin
Space Systems Company chief engineer for Strategic and Missile Defense Systems,
who reviewed the preliminary design. “Attention to requirements is a great learning
experience for the students and provides an example of what our customers expect
from Lockheed Martin.”
CPSS plans to complete its design in the next few months so it can start
manufacturing and conduct ground testing of the components in the spring. The
schedule calls for the rocket to make its first flight without a payload during the
summer of 2014.
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